Vikoma manufactures a comprehensive range of hydraulic powerpacks designed to provide reliable, continuous smooth power in remote and challenging conditions.

We can supply powerpacks which deliver outputs from 7hp, and have produced units which deliver up to 180hp.

For more information on Vikoma Powerpacks please visit www.vikoma.com
GP7

The Vikoma GP7 is a highly portable light weight powerpack that can be used to provide power for the Komara Mini Skimmer System as well as other Vikoma equipment.

- Portable powerpack with 7hp diesel engine
- Ideal for difficult to access areas
- Splits into two component parts for two man lift
- Easy to assemble and operate

GP10 / GP10-2

The GP10-2 and the GP10-2E powerpacks are powered by a single cylinder, air cooled diesel engine and are used to provide hydraulic power to Vikoma oil recovery equipment via two independent supply lines.

- Mounted on a robust stainless steel wheeled frame
- 10hp low noise diesel engine provides hydraulic power
- Available as hand or electric start with additional safety features available, spark arrester, overspeed auto shutdown valve
- GP10-2 has two independent hydraulic pumps and an additional set of hydraulic ports for driving a boom reel and ancillary equipment.

GP20-2

The GP20-2 power pack is a powerful compact unit driven by 20hp diesel engine, used to provide hydraulic power to equipment and available as hand or electric start.

- Mounted on wheeled unit for ease of use
- Two independent hydraulic pumps and spark arrester
- 20hp low noise diesel engine provides hydraulic power
- Available as hand or electric start with additional safety features available, spark arrester, overspeed auto shutdown valve
- GP20-2 has two independent hydraulic pumps and an additional set of hydraulic ports for driving a boom reel and ancillary equipment.

GP35

A general purpose powerpack can be used to supply hydraulic power to operate Komara 50, Komara 20, Komara Star, off-loading pumps and Vikoma reel systems.

- Powerful general purpose powerpack
- 3 cylinder water cooled 35hp diesel engine
- Variable displacement pump
- Has central lifting point and fork lift pockets for ease of transportation
- Incorporates automatic and manual running options

GP70

The powerpack is configured to supply the hydraulic power necessary to operate the Sea skimmer 50, the Fasflo skimmer, the Sea Devil heavy oil skimmer, the Cascade skimmer, Weir Boom System and other Vikoma equipment.

- Powerful 4 cylinder water cooled 70hp diesel engine
- Provides hydraulic power for range of equipment including SeaSkimmer 50, FasFlo 75 and Sea Devil skimmer. It can also power other Vikoma equipment

Vikoma can also supply a range of powerpack units designed to meet customers requirements.